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Background
 Companion animal welfare since 2012

 High volume adoptions facility in Phoenix, AZ

 Best Friends 2014-2017

 Sanctuary with FeLV+ cats

 Community Cat Project in Tucson

 Cat Programs Coordinator since Dec 2017

 Intake of 6,000+ cats per year



Who is this cat?

 What should I do with him?

 Ignore him, or cover his kennel to make him feel safer?

 What about 2 weeks from now when he’s still here, still acting the same way?

 Should I have intervened sooner?



Who are we trying to help?

 Hoarding cases

 Mixed ages: cats brought in as undersocialized

 Have older cats born/raised in home who are better 

adjusted

 MANY of the younger cats (past critical period) get “lost in 
the crowd” as numbers increase and owner isn’t able to 

keep up with socializing

 Owner surrender/owner died

 Need desensitization

 Exposure to new experiences helps them to generalize



Placement options

 “Traditional” options:

 Place as working cats

 Some cats are not “ideal” candidates, or 

candidates at all, meaning they NEED to be 

worked with

 May be left behind at shelter in favor of easier 

to adopt animals

 All burden remains on original admitting shelter



Brave Cats

 Formal socialization program – this 

is NOT “just going to pet/play 

with the cats”

 Types of interactions are based on 

color-coding cats by behavior

 Keep it focused – allow volunteers 

to interact with cats they are 

comfortable with, but assign 

target cats into socialization 

programs



Brave Cats

 Not typically food motivated, more 

one-on-one with their volunteers. 

 Document! Progress must be noted 

in order to determine next steps

 More “hands off” than clicker 

program.

 Common tools: Feliway spray, 

extendable back scratchers, Long 

handled brushes, purring 

machines/tonal music, canned 

tuna/chicken



Cat Pawsitive Pro

 Clicker training

 Cats are typically more engaged with 

people than those in Brave Cats program

 Cats can “graduate” from Brave to Clicker

 More food/socially motivated

 Engaging for volunteers

 Great for medical cats, blanket hiders, 

enclosures



Cat Pawsitive Pro

 Group Housing

 Cats can learn by observation

 Start with “middle” behaviorally

 Mix of social, mid, and less social

 Kennel

 Cats that may struggle in enclosure

 Cats with consistent improvement

 Kennel as “showcase”

 Prevents more social from being held back 

or regressing



Socialization Foster
 Focus primarily on cats with positive owner surrender 

history

 Cats may be terrors in shelter environment,

 Described by admissions or clinic as having unhandleable

or “feral” behavior

 May be easily overstimulated

 Allow time for cat to adjust

 Most cats completely turn around 
within 2-3 days

 Brave cats and Cat Pawsitive

techniques are used in the home as 

needed



Socialization Foster



Implementation

 Adjust your program as needed

 Seasonal

 Do cats need to show faster progress 

when you are inundated with kittens?

 Situational

 Categorize the cats when evaluating for your shelter/rescue

 Easy adopts, middle of the road, challenging

 Select manageable level for your current volunteers/staff

 Set them up for success to help cats move through the system

 The more we can adapt, the more cats we can help!



Implementation

 There is no failure

 Communicate with volunteers

 SOP on placement 

 Maintain a list

 Open door policy about decision-making

 Working cat outcome

 More comfortable with people

 Stick around better 

 Improved quality of outcome



Bonus Program: Adopters!

 Adopters will surprise you!

 Give the “cat whisperers” a chance 

to meet these animals, with 

caveats

 Very low rate of returns for 

behavior, because the adopters 

have been educated


